
 
 

Animal Law Section MCLE Program   

Webinar 

April 9, 2021 
 

 Welcome/Introductions  
Rachel Keller, Section Vice Chair 

 

Noon – 1:00 PM Program 

The Jordan 15: Chicago French Bulldog Case  

Marc Ayers - Humane Society State Director, Kimberly A. Backman 
- LeBac Law, P.C - DCBA Animal Law Section Chair, and John 
Garrido - CPD Lt. Garrido Dog Rescue.  

Speakers’ Bio are attached. 

 This presentation will cover the events that unfolded when over a 
dozen puppies landed at O’Hare Airport with falsified paperwork 
from Jordan. The presenters will outline animal welfare concerns 
that arose and how they intersect with animal law as the puppies 
were held in a cargo warehouse until a rescue intervened to save 
their lives. Using the O’Hare puppies as a case study, the presenters 
will discuss the manner in which local law enforcement conduct 
animal abuse investigations, the current status of animal welfare 
statutes and the need for further advocacy. 

 

Link to Evaluation The evaluation must be completed in order to receive CLE credit. 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/AnimalLaw04092021 

 

 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/AnimalLaw04092021
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/AnimalLaw04092021


 
 

Upcoming Events: April 16th - Judges’ Nite 2021 

 April 22nd - DCBA President's Trip to Nashville, TN  

                                                                   - Lawyers Lending a Hand 

April 29th - Adoption and Probate Guardian Ad Litem Training 

April 30th - 2021 Law Day Luncheon and Broadcast 

 May 27th - DuPage Association of Women Lawyers (DAWL) 2021 
Installation 

 

COVID Relief Fund 

The DCBA and the DuPage Bar Foundation have established an assistance fund for lawyers 
facing personal hardship due to the downturn in work caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Please help us promote the availability of this fund, and, if you are in need, please submit a 
confidential application at www.dcba.org/reliefapply. Donations to the fund are also 
welcome at www.dcba.org/reliefdonate.”  

 

Earn CLE Online! 

DCBA OnDemand CLE is Now Powered by IICLE The Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal 
Education (IICLE®)and the DuPage County Bar Association (DCBA) are excited to offer a 
new IICLE®Share collaboration to provide DCBA members a high quality and reliable 
online learning experience. Members can find the link to The Illinois Institute for 
Continuing Legal Education (IICLE) on the DCBA website under “Legal Community” → 
OnDemand CLE → Online CLE Catalog. You must be logged into your DCBA Membership 
Profile in order to view courses for free or at a reduced price. 

 

View & Print CLE Certificates through the DCBA Website: 

Manage Profile -> Professional Development (under content & features) and choose the icon 
to the left of each meeting to print your certificate directly or choose to have them emailed to 
you to save to your computer (you MUST be logged in to view this feature) 

https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1494830&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1494830&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1463559&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1463559&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1499791&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1499791&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1498577&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1498577&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1503858&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1503858&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1498571&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1498571&group=
https://www.dcba.org/events/EventDetails.aspx?id=1498571&group=
http://www.dcba.org/reliefapply
http://www.dcba.org/reliefapply
http://www.dcba.org/reliefdonate
http://www.dcba.org/reliefdonate


 
 

 

The DCBA Law Practice Management and Technology Section invites you to subscribe to The 
Friday Files which you can find in the handouts for today’s program. This newsletter consists 
of links to articles, blog posts, podcasts and technology reviews that will help you improve 
the management of your law practice. Join the Law Practice Section on your DCBA member 
profile so you don’t miss this valuable benefit. You can find a catalog of all issues of The 
Friday Files at www.dcba.org/thefridayfiles.  
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Speakers’ Bio 

Marc Ayers has been The Humane Society of the U.S. Illinois Director for 6 years. Before coming 
to The HSUS, Marc was the Policy Director for the Environment and Rural Affairs at the Illinois 
Lieutenant Governor’s Office. He also served as a legal analyst at the Institute for Legal, 
Legislative and Policy Studies at the University of Illinois in Springfield. Ayers combines his 
legislative and policy experience with his passion for animals to advance animal protection in 
Illinois. 

 

Kimberly Backman is the founder of Animal Rights and Advocacy of Illinois, a non-profit 
dedicated to the protection of animals, their legal rights, and their environment.  She is also the 
6th Congressional District Leader for the Humane Society of the United States, participating in 
federal and local legislative animal protection advocacy. 

 

John Garrido has been a practicing attorney since 2006 and a Chicago Police Officer since 1991; 
currently assigned as a Chicago Police Lieutenant. John graduated from Lewis University where 
he obtained his Bachelor of Arts in 2001. He then went on to earn his Juris Doctor from John 
Marshall Law School in 2006. In 2017 John and his wife Anna founded the Garrido Stray Rescue 
Foundation with the primary focus to help reunite lost pets with their families. Their Foundation 
has also expanded into court advocacy for animal cruelty cases. 
https://nwlex.com/attorneys/#garrldo  
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The Jordan 15: Chicago French Bulldog Case

▪ August 31, 2020: HSUS ART receives call. Chicago Airport worker notifies authorities of 
dogs that allegedly had been left unattended in a warehouse for several days after 
arriving from flight via Jordanian Airlines.

▪ Local authorities arrive on scene and notify state agencies and local rescue.
16 French Bulldogs, 2x GSDs, 2 Belg Mal, 1x Cane Corso- 1 Frenchie died on scene.

▪ Falsified documents, missing/incomplete/inaccurate information in vet records, pet 
passports, health certificates, chip info etc.

▪ Rescue takes French Bulldogs to several veterinarians for quarantine: 1 parvo positive

▪ Airlines contact rescue demanding dogs be put back on plane and sent back. Customs 
and CDC involved: CDC demanding puppies be returned.

▪ Political involvement, outreach and engagement to advocate for puppies to stay in U.S

▪ Chicago PD filed cruelty charges against warehouse operator

▪ CDC allows puppies to stay and awards custody to CFBR
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Animal Cruelty Cases from 
the Law Enforcement 
Perspective 

Garrido Stray Rescue 
Foundation Goals
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Proactive Redemptions
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Rescue Stories 
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Frank
On October 14, 2019, 
Chicago police rescued 
Frank with five other 
dogs from “absolutely 
horrible conditions” 
while investigating an 
unrelated matter 
involving a man with a 
gun. 

He was found at the 
bottom of a stairwell, 
laying on cement, 
unable to move, 
emaciated and weak. 

Luana
Luana is the mother of Frank’s 
three puppies. 

She was found locked in a closet 
and starving; the puppies were 
found covered in feces and urine 
in a closed plastic bin. 
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Luana

Frank & Luana’s Puppies
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Max

Frank
Frank’s temperature was 10 degrees lower than normal and he was very anemic. 

He was covered in fleas and had a terrible skin condition. 

He had two cigarette burns on his paws. 

Frank weighed 30.9 lbs when he was found. The doctor said his optimal weight should be around 
60lbs. 

He was infested with worms and the doctors were afraid that they would cause blockage in the 
intestines due to the amount of them in his system. 

His blood levels dropped and he needs a blood transfusion. Thankfully, a GSRF alumnus turned out to 
be a matching blood donor and she donated a whole pint of her blood to save Frank’s life! 
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Frank’s Big 
Day

When Breanna Evans 
showed up in court 
Monday to face animal 
cruelty charges, over 
100 dog lovers in the 
gallery rose to their 
feet, sending a clear 
message to the judge.

Plea Agreement
• The defendant pled guilty to the class 4 felony of Aggravated Cruelty to Animals. 

• She will receive 2 years of TASC probation. 

• During the 2 years she will be required to: 
• Report to probation 
• Complete drug treatment
• Random drug testing with zero tolerance for alcohol or drugs 
• Zero tolerance for drugs 
• 30 hours of community service 
• 512 days Cook County Department of Corrections (time served on home monitor) 
• Register on the animal abuse registry
• No contact with any animals (she cannot own, care for or have contact with any animal or 

companion animal
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Frank’s Offender’s Sentence
• Frank's abuser pled guilty and here is why we were pleased with this outcome: 

• If the defendant went to trial and was found guilty, she could only be sentenced to 1 to 3 yrs. 

• Her 512 days would have been considered time served and she would have had a felony 
conviction on her record for the rest of her life. 

• Based on her lack of previous convictions, she most likely would not have received the maximum 
and would have walked away without spending a single day in jail. 

• By going with the agreement, the ball is in her court for 2 years. If she fails to complete her 
probation and violates any of the requirements, she will have to appear before the judge and face 
sentencing of up to 3 years in Prison. 

• She will be listed in the Animal Abuse Registry and will never be allowed to own, care for or live 
with any animal ever again. 

• This will also send a message to her friends and family how serious animal abuse is and that there 
are consequences. 

Frank 
Today Frank is living 
a happy healthy life 
in a loving home 
with his two sisters. 
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Ethan
Chicago Police Officers 
responded to a call of 
suspicious noise coming 
from an empty apartment in 
the early morning hours of 
August 26, 2018. 

The person who lived there 
moved out 3 weeks earlier 
and left Ethan behind. 

Ethan could barely move 
when found. 

Ryder
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Ethan

Ethan Today 
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Ethan Today 
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Charlie
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Jake

Jake
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Jake

Charlie Today
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Lucky
& Chase
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Chase 

Chase 
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Bandit 

Lucky
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Buddy 

Lucky
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Lucky

Lucky
& Chase
Now
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Lucky
& Chase
Now

Thank you
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International Puppy Mills 

Kimberly Backman

Illegal Importation of Puppies 
• Many dogs are bred irresponsibly in large numbers in “puppy mills” overseas, where the 

risk of congenital abnormalities and disease is high. 

• Importers then fly them as cargo in large batches, claiming them as “rescue” dogs, 
valued at $0 on their paperwork, and allowing the importers to evade entry and broker 
fees. 

• Another ruse is to recruit a “flight parent,” offering travelers a free flight in exchange for 
claiming dogs as their own on their flight to the United States. The importers tell the 
unsuspecting flight parent they are helping to transport rescue dogs to meet their 
adoptive owners at the airport. They then give a description of the new families or 
transporters and a meeting point at the airport to make the exchange. The transaction 
between the flight parent and the puppy’s new family leaves no paper trail. 

1
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Illegal Importation of Puppies 

• If the illegal puppies enter the U.S., they are marketed to the public through social 
media such as Facebook and Twitter, or even on legitimate-looking U.S. breeder 
websites.

• International importers cheaply breed or board many high-demand types of puppies, 
such as French and English Bulldogs, and other small breeds like Yorkshire Terriers and 
Chihuahuas. The dogs are then sold to unsuspecting families as well-bred, American-
born puppies for thousands of dollars each. 

Lack of Regulation over Imported Dogs

• CDC acknowledged that untold numbers of dogs, puppies and other pets are imported 
into the United States without their knowledge and that they do not have the staff or 
resources to regulate the problem successfully. 

• The CDC does not have law enforcement powers and cannot screen every flight or 
shipment. 

• When violations are found, the CDC can only issue a warning, except in extreme cases in 
which law enforcement can be called in. 
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Facts and Figures

• According to CDC representatives, dogs are most commonly imported from Russia, 
Ukraine and Hungary, as well as South Korea, Columbia, and Mexico. 

• Some of the biggest ports of entry for imported dogs are: 
• NY’s JFK Airport (from Eastern Europe) 
• Chicago (from Eastern Europe) 
• Los Angeles (from Asia) 
• The El Paso, Texas Border and other communities on the Mexican border

• At JFK airport alone, approximately 7,000 puppies are imported annually. Many arrive in 
poor condition or are dead on arrival. 

Health Certificates

• The CDC does not require general certificates of health for pets who enter the United 
States, although some state laws require them. 

• Many airlines require health certificates for animals who fly, and have regulations 
restricting the minimum age of puppies to be flown and the temperatures at which they 
can be flown. 
• However, these rules can all be waived if a veterinary certificate states that the 

animal is fit to fly. It is believed that veterinary certificates are easy to fake or to 
obtain on a “rubber stamp” basis. 
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Imported Puppies and Rabies 
Vaccination

• According to the CDC, its only concern with imported pets involves rabies and other 
zoonotic diseases. 

• Because puppies under 3 months of age are too young to be vaccinated for rabies, they 
may be imported without the vaccination. 

• However, the CDC requires the importer to complete a confinement agreement (form 
CDC 75.37) agreeing to confine the animal until he/she is old enough to be vaccinated, 
and in addition, to confine the animal for 30 days after vaccination. 

• That would mean that most imported puppies would not be eligible for sale until at 
least 4 months of age, but complaints indicate that they are routinely imported and sold 
at a much younger age. 

Cases

• In April 2007, the HSUS received a complaint that a buyer was sold a puppy in Florida 
that she was told was “AKC.” The puppy was very ill with distemper and severe coccidia 
and had to be euthanized at 12 weeks of age. Later, the buyer received Argentinean 
registration papers for the puppy. The seller of the puppy is believed to have imported 
many sick puppies from South America and is the subject of numerous lawsuits. 

• In 2007, the HSUS received complaints regarding a Texas “breeder” who was selling 
English bulldogs over the Internet that were imported from Russia. The breeder had 
sold a dog with a false health certificate to one constituent. The dog was very ill and 
later died. Another complainant received a 12-week-old puppy who was very ill with 
parvovirus. The buyer later received registration papers indicating the sick puppy was 
from Russia. 
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Cases

• In 2006, the HSUS interviewed several buyers who were sold bulldog puppies from a 
“breeding program” in Pennsylvania. The buyers were unaware until after purchase that 
their puppies were imported from Russia. The puppies suffered from a number of 
disorders including pneumonia, mange, seizures, and congenital disorders. At least one 
of the puppies died. The puppies were sold at 8 weeks of age. 

• In two separate incidents in April 2006, California Border Patrol agents found a total of 
35 puppies hidden under car seats at border crossings. Many of the puppies were 
infested with parasites, dehydrated, and too weak to stand. 

• In March 2006, California Border Patrol agents found 26 underage puppies stuffed in a 
duffel bag in a car crossing the border from Mexico into California. 

Government Regulations

• U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) functions on our country’s front lines to 
secure U.S. borders while facilitating lawful travel and trade. Stationed at more than 300 
U.S. ports of entry, CBP works with 40 other US government agents, including Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), United States Department of Agriculture 
(USDA), and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), to enforce federal laws. 

• One of these laws is CDC’s federal regulation for proper rabies immunization for every 
dog arriving from a high-risk country for dog rabies before entering the United States. 
• All dogs coming into the U.S. are required to be healthy and they must be at least 4 

months old to be properly immunized against dog rabies. 
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Government Regulations

• USDA requires puppies to be healthy and at least 6 months old if imported for resale to 
help prevent the foreign fraudulent importation of sick and underage dogs. 

• If dogs don’t meet CDC’s or USDA’s importation requirements, they may be deported 
back to their countries of origin. 

• USDA’s Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) oversees animal welfare 
pertaining to the shipment of puppies. 
• Shipping dogs in crates as cargo has its risks. 
• At higher risks for death are the popular French and English Bulldogs (both 

brachycephalic breeds- their smooshed noses make it harder to breathe normally). 
Airlines in the US have started banning these breeds from their flights, as do most 
airlines in Europe and Australia. In stressful, cramped conditions, they are 
especially prone to heat stroke and respiratory distress. 

Progress and Port Shopping
-Miami International Airport-

• The first United States port to recognize the rise in puppy importations was Miami 
International Airport. 

• The airport developed a strike team to bust illegal importers. 

• This led the influx of dogs to shift north to New York City’s JFK Airport. 

11
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Progress and Port Shopping
-John F. Kennedy International Airport-

• In 2017, Deputy Chief Bowles, 17-year expert on preventing narcotics smuggling, 
witnessed underage puppies arriving daily or weekly in large shipments of 44 or 48 at a 
time from international flights at JFK Airport. 

• In response, Bowles drafted a heightened surveillance plan to address these illegal 
puppy importations, finding it similar to busting narcotics smugglers. 

• He named the plan “Operation Dog Catcher.” 

• To form a strike team, he brought in CDC public health officers and veterinarians, CBP’s 
biosecurity, 24-hour animal care and veterinary facility at JFK airport. 

Progress and Port Shopping
-John F. Kennedy International Airport-

• The Ark Clinic in JFK Airport provides boarding, veterinary care, and quarantine, and 
facilitates air travel for animals from birds to horses. 

13
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Potential New Tactic –
Importing Pregnant Dogs

• A pregnant female within hours of delivering her 
litter discovered by Operation Dog Catcher at JFK 
Airport. 

• She was smuggled into the United States in a 
small, cat-sized carrier with two other dogs, an 
attempted evasion of CBP surveillance. 

Chicago O’Hare Airport 
French Bulldog Case 

• On August 31, 2020, 20 puppies, mostly French 
Bulldogs, were found in deplorable conditions at a 
warehouse within Chicago’s O’Hare Airport. 

• The puppies had been languishing in the 
warehouse without food and water for days and 
their small crates were caked with fecal matter 
and urine inches thick. 

• One puppy was found deceased, another seriously 
ill with parvovirus 
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Chicago O’Hare Airport 
French Bulldog Case 

• The puppies had arrived from Jordan, originally shipped 
from a puppy miller in Ukraine. 

• When dogs are flown in from other nations, paperwork 
is checked upon arrival by United States Department of 
Customs and Border Protection (USDCBP), the United 
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). 

• The shipment of 20 puppies was denied entry into the 
U.S. due to fraudulent paperwork. The shipping 
documents contained misstatements about their actual 
ages and vaccinations. Some of the puppies were only 
3 months old when shipped. 

• The dogs were subsequently  taken to the air cargo 
facility under the care of Royal Jordanian Air. 
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Chicago O’Hare Airport 
French Bulldog Case 

• The USDCBP and USDA indicated that the puppies 
found in the warehouse were under CDC’s 
authority. 

• CDC initially demanded the deportation of the 
puppies back to Jordan via the Royal Jordanian 
Airlines, the same airlines they had arrived on. 

• Chicago Animal Care and Control sent two puppies 
back to Jordan. 

• Chicago French Bulldog Rescue, who had the 15 
French Bulldog puppies in their care, refused. 

Chicago O’Hare Airport 
French Bulldog Case 

• The Chicago French Bulldog Rescue appealed to 
the CDC to allow the puppies to remain with 
them, as the rescue had spent over $40,000 on 
vet bills, the puppies had been vaccinated, the 
puppies were still recovering, and one puppy in 
particular who was suffering from hydrocephalus, 
a condition that causes fluid to accumulate in the 
brain, was unlikely to survive the 13-hour flight 
back to Jordan. 

• Further, it was likely the puppies would be 
destroyed once back in Jordan. 
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Chicago O’Hare Airport 
French Bulldog Case 

• An agreement was signed with the approval 
of the CDC between the Chicago French 
Bulldog Rescue and the Royal Jordanian 
Airlines to transfer ownership of the 15 
French Bulldog puppies to the Chicago French 
Bulldog Rescue. The agreement allowed the 
puppies to remain in the U.S. permanently 
and not to be euthanized, once they finished 
a period of quarantine per CDC regulation and 
under the supervision of the IL Department of 
Agriculture. 

Chicago O’Hare Airport 
French Bulldog Case 

• The plight of the French Bulldogs, or “Jordan 
15,” was covered across the nation.  

• An online petition garnered more than 
120,000 signatures

• Celebrities, such as Dr. Phil, brought attention 
to the 15 French Bulldogs

• U.S. Rep. Mike Quigley, D-Chicago and U.S. 
Sen. Tammy Duckworth urged the federal 
authorities to give the French bulldogs a 
reprieve 
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Chicago O’Hare Airport 
French Bulldog Case 

• Once the puppies were here, the airlines, the USDA 
and CDC should have seized the dogs and provided 
appropriate veterinary care, quarantined them if 
necessary, and required those who imported them to 
pay for it – as required by their own guidelines. 

Chicago O’Hare 
Airport 
French Bulldog Case 

• “If we want to be sure that nothing like this 
happens again, we have to cut off the demand. 
That means adopting pets from local shelters 
whenever possible, or if you choose, using a 
reputable, domestic breeder. As long as bad 
breeders have the possibility of income, they will 
continue to place animals’ lives at risk. I also plan 
to remain in contact with the CDC about how to 
prevent incidents like this in the future, including 
the possibility of improving quarantine options 
at O’Hare Airport, and will be working with 
airlines to learn how we can work together to 
stop illegal animal importing.” 
-Congressman Mike Quigley
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Canada

• Another case from the summer of 2020, underscores the 
global scale of the puppy mill problem, and the ease and 
frequency with which millers move young puppies between 
nations. 

• In the Canadian incident, a Ukraine flight carrying 
approximately 500 puppies, including at least 200 French 
Bulldogs arrived at the Toronto’s Pearson International 
Airport with 38 dead puppies.

• Some containers were shrink-wrapped in plastic, causing 
the animals to suffocate.

• The puppies were bound for sale in the Toronto area. 

• Despite the terrible abuse, the Canadian government 
released the puppies to the importer. 

Thank you

A special “Thank You” to two people – First, to Rachel Keller, my Animal Law Committee Co-Chair. Thank 
you for your dedication to the protection of animals of all kinds as well as your work to put this Power 
Point presentation together. The second thank you to Maria Pineiro at the DuPage County Bar Association, 
for helping us put this presentation together and keeping on me to meet deadlines! Kimberly Backman
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